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Preface

he Natit mai Effective Transfer Consortium (NETC) was founded so thatII
community colleges coukl work together to enhance their capability to trans-

fer students to four-year colleges and universities. Regarding research as a

key to progress. NETC asked us to:

bring clarity to the transfer issue:

identify effective practices appropriate to the different circumstances

faced by community colleges:

establish a database that would enable valid comparisons to he made

among NETC colleges.

This volume summarizes pn)gress after the first tear's efforts. During this

initial phase. HW conducted fieldwork at all the NETC colleges and mailed a

questiormain2 to more than 30.0(X) students. With an average response rate

Of forty -four percent. a database containing survey responses from alx nit

I LOCH) students has been created. Other student data ethnicity. age. gen-

der. enrollment status. etc. has been added to the survev information on

all credo enrollees from each college for Spring and Fall 1988. This massive

database amounting to information on almost 300,000 students in 13

states is unique. A wide range of transfer issues can now he examined

quantitati. .lv and comparatively im the first time.

Every community college has a distinctive context. educational program.

faculty and student body. The data lc )r each NETC college have thus been
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analyzed individually in a report presented only to that college. In addition

to these indhidual college rep wts. a companion volume provides concep-

tual underpinnings for the amity: is. It redefines the measurement of transfer

rate, introduces the concept of transfer effectiveness, proposes a model of

factors affecting transfer, and describes organizational practices that may he

effective in assisting different types of students to transfer. This Executive

Summary provides an overview of that rep wt.

The founding members of the National Effective Transfer Consortium

have made this research possible. We believe the results will have a pny-

found effect on how the transfer function is perceived. Further, we hope

that this we will enable community colleges to identity priority areas for

developing a repertoire of effective transfer practices that match their needs.

Contents

Defining a New Transfer Rate 4

Expected Transfer Rates 8

Transfer Effectiveness 12

Enhancing Transfer Effectiveness 20



"A GAP HAS

THUS BEEN

CREATED BETWEEN

THE REALITY OF

COMMUNITY

COLLEGE TRANSFER

SUCCESS

AND PUBLIC

PERCEPTIONS."
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Defining a New Transfer Rate

Commimity colleges have often been accused of doing an inadequate

lob of transferring their students to fmr-year colleges and universities.

But community colleges do in fact transfer many students from increasingly

diverse populations. even though most come to them for reasons other than

transfer. A gap has thus been created between the reality of community

college transfer success and public perceptions.

A primary cause of this perception gap is the way in which transfer rate

has been defined. Though approaches to the measurement of transfer

activity vary from state to state, none of the common definitions accurately

or fairly measure the relative success of community colleges in transferring

students.

Perhaps the most common definition of transfer rate is:

Number of Transfers
X 100

Total Credit Enrollment

'sing this definition (abbreviated as T over FA. the average 1988 Spring

to Fall transfer rate for N ETC colleges was about five percent a level that

dads not represent the true transfer accomplishments of NEW. members.

T over E provides an accurate answer to the wrong question: "What per-

centage of the total student be enrolled for credit in a given semester

transferred in that semesters" Yet most enrolled students in a given term

simply are not able to transfer at the end of that term. particularly those who

have only recently enrolled in the college or have accumulated few credits.

This common definition therefore artificially lowers transfer rates by inappro-

7



priately counting all enrolled credit svidents in a given s:mester in the de-

nominat(w of the formula. regardless of whether they are able to transfer in

that semester.

There is a simple and powerful solution to the measurement issues inher-

ent in this and other common definitions of transfer rate. The denominator

for the transfer rate should be the -exiting cohon- of students in a term

that is. those students who were enrolled for credit in one term but did 11( 4

re-enroll in the subsequent term. \\'e call these students Leavers.

Instead of T over E. we propose a new trartV' er rate:

Number of Transfers
x100

Number of Leavers

which is the number of Transk.rs divided by the number of Leavers t non-re-

enrolling students) tic nu (me term to the next or. in short. `I' :wer L.

This definition shifts the concept (46 transfer rate. It identities transfer rate

as the answer to a meaningful question: -What percentage ()f students leav-

ing community college go on to finir-year institutionsr"

The new transfer rate is fair. elegant. easy f(ir policymakers and the public

to understand. and simple to calculate. i few refinements can funher

sharpen the concept. The definition logically ought to include in the de-

nominator only students who could reasonably transt'er. Therefore. it is

sensible to exclude from the total of Leavers those credit enn)llees

already have liA's or are concurrently enrolled in or (m leave from a four-

year college or university. In addition. many Leavers have earned fewer than

Leavers with 4-yr
College Experience

it. 1

Oak tirwril
kirn Allme

IIIOil /Care
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Many Students Do Not
Re-enroll the Next Term

and About Half Have Less
than Six Credits

I
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six credits. Since only a minute percentage of these Leavers could transfer

without returning to community college. they also should he excluded from

the denominator. These refinements are incorporated into the calculation of

the new transfer rate used in this report.

The figure below illustrates the dramatically different picture of transfer

that occurs by shifting to T over L: Instead of an average transfer rate of

about percent using T over E. NETC members has an average of about

23 percent using I over L.

10%

..4tenige77&,5%
AmageM,2596

20% .30%

1 OVER E vs. T ovrR I.

J.\ °AlkC-0

40% 60%
Transfer Raw



This OffICeptIlaliZatiOn yields another dividend. Outsider too often see

transfer as competitive With vocational activities \\ hen they are both vital

missions of ccimmunity colleges- Why not use the ideas developed for trans-

fer rate to define a companion vocational rate? This new Vocational Comple-

tion Rate. \' over 1.. would measure the pniponion of vocational students in

the existing cohort who have successfully completcA their community col-

lege studies. Taken together. T over 1. plus V over I. cotild prmide a rich and

balanced picture of community college accomplishments.
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Expected Transfer Rates

iscussions about community college :iccountabilitv often implicitly as-

sume that the colleges bottfd attain a certain transfer rate. liut this assump-

tion begs mo critical questions: Is there a rate of transfer which might be

expected sofa community college? Should all colleges he expectq,! to attain..

the same transfer rate? The answer to the former question is a qualified yes:

I( ) the latter. no. The f( ill owing discussicm summarizes the analyses leading

to these conclusions.

Every 0, )minunitv )1Iege operates within a br( md setting of complex
legal. fiscal. economic. demographic. regulatory and mxial factors that influ-
ence college policies and pn)grams. These factors the -external context-
- fix the boundaries of what a college can achieve in its transfer education
pr( )gram. The figure on the facing page depicts this reality by presenting a
inc )del of factors that our research suggests affect transfer. with the outer ring
representing external factors. After examining infcmnation from all NETC col-
leges. we have reached the fc)11(nving conclusion: External factors largely be-
yond a college's control determine a range within which a colleges transfer
rate can be expected to lie.

Consequently, not all community colleges should 1w expected to att..;i1
the sank transfer wit!. Each college can be thought of as haying an Expected
Transfer Rate Range determined by its ..xternal factors. Since colleges have
very different settings, their transfer .ates shoukl be quite differen, from one
another.

I/
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SINCE COLLEGES

HAVE VERY

DIFFERENT SETTINGS,

THEIR TRANSFER

RATES SHOULD

8E QUITE

DIFFERENT FROM

ONE ANOTHER."

t. 10

\Ve have completed preliminary analyses aimed at calculating Expected
Transfer Rate Ranges for NETC colleges. The data show that colleges with a
high percentage of full-time students tend to have higher transfer rates than
colleges with a low percentage of full-time students. This correlation is not
accidental. Some c)f the same external factors that influence transfer rate also
affect the percentage of fidl-time students at a college. The percentage of
full-time students thus represents a proxy for the influence of those external
factors, and. consequently, knowing a coll,.t4e's percentage of full-time stu-
dents allows us to estimate its transfer rate.

The next figure illustrates this relationship. Each point symbolizes one col-
lege's percentage of full-time students and its transfer rate. The straight line
represents Expected Transfer Rates that is. the transfer rates we would
predict based on the colleges' percentage of full-time students. The curved
lines around the straight line signify the range within which transfer rates are
expected to lie.

V'hat if a college's actu it transfer rate is above the curved line? One could
then surmise that its transfer activities are quite effective. In contrast, if a col-
lge's actual transfer rate is below the curved line its transfer rate is less than
what its setting suggests it could be, and its transfer activities probably need
careful examination. Lastly, a college with a transfer rate within the curved
lines might he pl,ased, though not content, with this accomplishment; its
transfer activities probably are keeping pace with the difficult and challeng-
ing environment faced by today's community colleges.

In summary, whether the issue is accountability or self-improvement, the
above calculations provide a tool to place a college's transfer rate into the
perspective of what is possible in its own context.

/3
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TRANSFER RATE

AND TRANSFER

EFFECTIVENESS

ARE THEREFORE

DISTINCT

CONCEPTS... "

Transfer Effectiveness

he preceding analysis reached an important conclusion: A college's

Expected Transfer Rate is largely determined by external factors. but its

actual transfer rate falls above or below its expected range because of the

qi.ii.ctireitess. or lack of effectiveness. of its transfer activities. Transfer rate

and transfer effectiveness are therefore distinct concepts. with the former

largely determined by external factors and the latter heavily dependent on

the transfer strategies and organizational practices of the college.

flow should transfer effectiveness be measured?

The basic idea is simple enough: Traayer 1;/fi,cureness is the number of

.students who transj iir compared fo the MI Miler of students that one mpects to

tramter. Measuring the denominator the number of students one expects

to transfer is operationally difficult, however.

In the student survey we conducted at all NETC. colleges. an average of .42

percent of the Leavers said transfeiTing had been an important reason for at-

tending the community college. 1:(n- the purposes of measuring Transfer Ef-

fectiveness, we consider these students as those who could have been ex-

pected to transfer.

Further analvsi:i shows that some students who could have been expected

to transfer in fact transferred we call them Type I students. Others did not

re-enroll and did nc)t transfer. despite the expectation that they we (or

eventually will) transfer we call them Type II students.



However, the majority of Leavers (59 percent on the average across NETC

colleges) said that transferring was not an important reason to attend their

community college. Most of these students did not in fact transfer we call

them Type IV students. Finally, some students transferred even though they

had not considered going on to a four-year college and probably could not

have been expected to transfer. We call such "non-traditional" transfer stu-

dents Type III students. The table below displays the average percentage of

these types of students among NETC member colleges.

I

20%

TRANSFER GOALS AND TRANSFERRING



"THESE MEASURES...

HOLD THE PROMISE

OF ENABLING

COLLEGES TO

TARGET THEIR

TRANSFER

ACTIVITIES..."
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To sunimarize:

The lip e f student is expected to transfer and does so:

The 7)pe II student is expected to transfer and does not do so:

The 7:well/student is not expected to transfer, but does so:

The Trpe fl'student is not expected to transfer and does nc >t do so.

As these measures are developed further, they hold the promise of ena-

bling community colleges to target their transfer activities more effectively.

Now we are conceptually armed with the elements needed fOr an opera-

tional definition of transfer effectiveness. Transfer Effectiveness is the num-

ber of students who transferred divided by the number ho are expected to
transfer. which is:

# Type I students + # Type III stud..nts
X 100

# Type I students + # Type II students

The figure on the facing page shows how NETC colleges varied Ii their

Tran.iter Effectiveness. This calculation does not penalize colleges that have

large vocational technical programs and. consequently. have a large rx)ol of

students who neither want to transfer nor do so (Type IV students). It rather

rewards colleges that enable any student to transfer whether or not he'she

at first felt transferring was an important goal. Thus. effectiveness CXC't!"(14

100 per cent at some colleges because they transferred a relatively high pro-

portion of 'Type III students.

/7
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"THERE IS

NO SINGLE. OR

SIMPLE PRACTICE

THAT WILL

DRAMATICALLY

INCREASE

TRANSFER."
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Enhancing

Transfer Effectiveness

he MeatiLlIVS tlitiCiNied above enable us to address the central issue Of

this research pr )ject: I low Carl colleges enhance their transfer effectiveness?

To answer this question. we identified NETC colleges with high transfer

effectiveness and examined practices they used that might be adapted by

other colleges. We found much variety and many effective practices. but one
Conclusion stands Out: There is no single or simple prat ,_ that will (Ira-

matically increase transfer. At most \FM: colleges. we saw transfer activities

that are innovative and well implemented. but by themselves failed to have a
significant and lasting impact on the college's overall transfer function.

What then distinguishes colleges with high transfer effectiveness?

In colleges with high transfer effectiveness. we discovered a multitude of
activities some loosely tied together, others centrally organized that
provided a foundation of support for specific transfer strategies which

matched the needs and characteristics of the college.

In other words, the research showed that transfer effectiveness depends

on two complex sets of factors a college's organizational environment
and how well it implements specific transfer-related strategies.

Sometimes colleges are unaware of the organizational and implementa-

tion issues they must simultaneously attend to in order to achieve and main-

tain high transfer effectiveness. We are now experimenting with the fi)llow-

ing guide that colleges can use to check on how well they manage major
factor., influencing transfer effectiveness.

/9
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The last two questions on the guide deserVe special attcrItiorl. The analy-

sis identified Tkpe lII tor non-traditional) transfer students who transferred

even though they had not enrolled at a Co1111111111ity college with the goal of

going on to a four-year campus. Type III students include some ethnic mi-

rities. older re-entry students, 1(Av-income students, and students who are
the first in their families to attend college

The research indicates that:

Transfer practices effective for traditional (Type I) students may not ade-

quately reach or affect students with a low propensity to transfer:

Most NET(: colleges succeed in transferring only a relatively low per-

centage of potential Type III students.

Thus, there exists a large pool of students who do not now transfer Inn

could do so \villa the right help and encouragement. This pool of students. if

tapped. cotikl significantly increase a College' overall transfer rate.

This sUggests that colleges can increase their transfer effectiveness by

identifying potential Type III students and designing transfer activities tai-

lored to their needs.

The challenge 1.()r the l()90'. IILI\ Well he one or developing organiza-

tional envir()1) ments and "IN transfer strategies that can strike a halAriCe

hetween meeting the transfer n,..eds c >f traditi()nai Tv pc.. I) and non-tradi-

tional (Type HI) transfer students.

rizo,

rt.
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If You Want
To Know o NNW

This Executive Summary provides the highlights
of the full NETC Report on Enhancing Transfer
Effectiveness.

The full report discusses in much more detail:

the new transfer rate measure

a expected transfer rates

transfer effectiveness

effective transfer strategies and practices
for traditional and non-traditional students

It also reveals surprising patterns of enrollment
and retention as well as graphically illustrating
where students go when they leave community
college.

Phase 2 will provide member colleges with diagnostic
tools for assessing and improving their transfer practices.

Membership in the National Effective
Transfer Consortium is open to all U.S.
and Canadian public community colleges

ort,
. tt.;'
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